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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY / ABSTRACT
The LEVEL-UP project performs research leading to offer a scalable platform covering the
overall lifecycle, ranging from the digital twin's setup, modernisation actions to diagnose and
predict the operation of physical assets to the refurbishment and remanufacturing activities
towards end of life. This work is part of the integration and validation activities carried out in
the framework of WP6 and aims to validate at TRL5.

Abstract

This deliverable is the output of Task 6.2. It defines a Technology Validation Plan (TVP)
covering Methodology, Test Cases etc. The execution of the TVP takes place at the
industrial environment of the project pilots, involving designated technical personnel who
provide to the technology providers of the consortium feedback on the technical performance
and any bugs of the integrated LEVEL-UP technologies (installation, initial deployment,
operation, communication - internal and with the ambient environment). The test would be
executed in iterations until no errors are left. This validation exercise would produce input
also for preparing documentation and other assets (e.g. scripts) for complete LEVEL-UP
system installation/deployment for subsequent demonstration.
In the Level-Up project, there are seven pilots. This deliverable describes the primary
information flows for each pilot and defines test cases to validate the information flows. In
addition, it provides the current state of the test results.

Keywords

Technology Validation Plan, Integration Test, Information Exchange, Information Flow,
Incremental Integration, Interfaces, TRL5
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Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Meaning

CAD

Computer-aided Design

CNC

Computer numerical control

CPS

cyber physical system

FMECA

Failure Mode, Effects & Criticality Analysis

HW

Hardware

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

PLC

Programmable logic controller

QIF

quality information framework

SW

Software

TRL

Technology readiness level

TVP

Technology Validation Plan
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1

Introduction

This deliverable is the output of Task 6.2. This work is part of the integration and validation activities carried
out in the framework of WP6 and aims to validate at TRL5. It defines a Technology Validation Plan (TVP)
coveringMethodology, Test Cases etc. The execution of the TVP takes place at the industrial environment of
the project pilots, involving designated technical personnel who provide to the technology providers of the
consortium feedback on the technical performance and any bugs of the integrated LEVEL-UP technologies
(installation, initial deployment, operation, communication - internal and with the ambient environment).
The test would be executed in iterations until no errors are left. This validation exercise would produce input
also for preparing documentation and other assets (e.g. scripts) for complete LEVEL-UP system
installation/deployment for subsequent demonstration.
In the Level-Up project, there are seven pilots. This deliverable describes the primary information flows for
each pilot and defines test cases to validate the information flows. In addition, it provides the current state of
the test results.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the technology
validation process. It describes first briefly the standards and common practices for technology validation. It
then gives the approaches adopted in the LEVEL-UP project to achieve TRL6 and in task 6.2 to achieve
TR5. Afterwards, section 3 presents the test plans for the 7 LEVEL-UP pilots. Finally, section 4 concludes
and states current limitations and future works.

2

Technology Validation Process Overview

2.1 Standards, Practices and Conventions
One of the first steps in developing a product is the requirements analysis based on standards such as
ISO/IEC 12207:2017 and ISO/IEC 15288:2008. The requirements analysis defines requirements for the
product, which are the basis for the development process. Here, the requirements are applied to the
specification, development, and test process and describe the product's functional and non-functional aspects.
The requirements are applied to plan and execute a test process. ISTQB defines the test process as the
following steps shown in Fig. 1 [1].

Figure 1 ISTQB related test process
The test process's goal is to prove the correct functionality based on the requirements. Apart from the
requirements, the test process can also evaluate the software quality. The software quality is defined in ISO
25010 divided into three models: quality in use model, product quality model, and data quality model. Each
of them defines a couple of criteria that can be considered during the step analysis and design.
During the realisation and execution phase, test cases are specified on different test levels, namely unit,
integration, system and acceptance. The test level unit focuses on testing each software component
independently from the product. In LEVEL-UP, common software modules are the Holonix Middleware or
the BIBA Semantic Mediator. The definition, implementation and execution of test cases on unit level is
LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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located in task T6.1 in LEVEL-UP. The next higher test level is integration. Hereby, the focus relies on the
correct interaction between software components to realise a function. The covered function in T6.2
addresses the information flow from the field via the cloud to the data consumers. In the following, the
phases of Analysis and Design (Digital Threads in Digital Thread Wizard) and Realisation and Execution
(test plans on SharePoint) are presented in detail.
2.2 LEVEL-UP validation approach
2.2.1 Scope and relationship between tasks

Figure 2 WP 6 tasks strategy map
The target of WP 6 is to reach TRL6 - Technology demonstrated in an industrially relevant environment.
This WP has in total three tasks. During the WP6 working sessions, it was recognized that there was a
different understanding of the scope of the work packages and there was an overlapping and/or gap for the
tests. To avoid gaps and overlaps among tasks, a strategy map was created (see Fig. 2). Task 6.1 is testing the
integration of components. Task 6.2 is testing the interoperation / communication of the components. The
target of T6.2 is to validate the system with the target of TRL 5 - Technology validated in an industrially
relevant environment. It will validate the integration of the information flows and involve LEVEL-UP
technology components for all seven pilots. Task 6.2 testing follows task 6.1 tests, because the system
components must be integrated successfully before testing communication between different components.
Testing the communication can find possible problems on the component level. An iteration process and
additional tests for Task 6.1 can be a result of task 6.2. Task 6.3 is testing the defined use case scenarios and

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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needs finished Tasks 6.1 and 6.2. It is to validate the system in TRL 6. The results can influence the results
of the former tasks. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the test workflow in this work package. It shows the
relationships and connections between the three tasks in WP 6.
Entering Work Package 6

Task 6.1
Component Integration Testing

no

Testing finished
without major errors?

yes

Task 6.2
Testing the interoperation /
communication

no

no

Error belongs to
previous task?

yes

Testing finished
without major errors?

yes

Task 6.3
Testing the use cases

Testing finished
without major errors?

yes

no

Error belongs to
previous task?

no

yes

Error belongs to
Task 6.2?

yes

no

Finish workpackage 6

Figure 3 Overview of the WP 6 test workflow
2.2.2 Methodology of Incremental Integration Strategy
Mainly, the methodology of incremental integration strategy in WP 6 was adopted, especially in task T6.1
and T6.2. In this approach, every module is integrated incrementally. Modules are tested and integrated
incrementally one by one to ensure a smooth interface and interaction between modules. Compared to
integrating the whole system at once and then performing tests on the end product, this approach helps to
identify and fix the problems. Fig. 4 shows the incremental integration testing method applied in the
LEVEL-UP project. It starts from an existing system you want to add, a new component, which can be HW
or SW. After adding the new component, users test the "old" Systems functionality by regression testing.
That ensures the old functionality was not affected by the new component. If users detect problems regarding
the "old" system, the problems need to be fixed before continuing. The next step will be the testing of the
new component. It will check if it works as described in the specification and as expected and if the
requirements are fulfilled. When it is not as expected, users must identify and fix the problem before
continuing with a new increment. This process is repeated till the components are combined and tested
successfully. More details about the strategy can be found in the deliverable D6.1.

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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Figure 4 Incremental integration test flow.
2.2.3 Test management
Mainly two tools are used to manage the test process: the SharePoint repository, and the digital thread tool
developed in the LEVEL-UP project (www.digitalthread.eu). The SharePoint repository is to manage the test
plans and test results. Fig. 5 shows the sample folder structure for test management. Besides folders for unit
tests of LEVEL-UP components e.g. DSS, it has a separate folder for each pilot. In the folder of a pilot, it
manages sub-folders for the testing of Sensors, CPS, Gateway and the integrated information flows. Within
these sub-folders, there are excel files to manage the test plans, specification of test cases, and test results.
The digital thread tool is mainly to manage the test workflow and provides an overview of the test processes.
In task T6.2, the digital thread gives an overview of the information flow in each pilot. In addition, it links
the test cases and test reports managed in the SharePoint repository to the components in the information
flows. This gives an overview about, for instance, which parts of the information flow is covered by which
test cases, and how is the test status. Some more details about the usage of the digital thread tool can be
found in the deliverable D6.1 and the following sections.

Figure 5 Sample folder structure in the sharepoint repository
Regarding the test plans for each pilot, they are mostly created by pilot leaders under the support of technical
partners and task leaders. The reason is that pilot leaders are more familiar with the technologies applied in
the pilots, and have an overview of the related components and information flows. While the detailed test
case specifications related to the involved components are primarily from the technical partners. The test
plans are specified and managed in the above-mentioned SharePoint repositories. After the specification of
test plans and test cases are finished, the test execution is carried out in a similar way. The test execution
related to individual components and their communications is mostly executed by technical partners or with
the support of technical partners. The test executions are carried out incrementally in multiple iterations.
Identified issues need to be fixed before the incremental of new components. The reports of test execution
LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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results are also managed in the SharePoint repository. WP 6 leader has organised regular meetings to check
the progress and provide support.
2.3 Technology validation approach to reach TRL 5
2.3.1 Incremental Integration Strategy
In task T6.2, the idea of the incremental integration test for testing the integration/communication of the
LEVEL-UP components was adopted. In the LEVEL-UP project, the architecture for each pilot includes the
layers of field, work cell/factory, enterprise, connected world, and the layer for data analysis and knowledge
management. Fig. 6 shows an example architecture of the TOSHULIN pilot. Following the architecture
design, the information flow in each pilot starts from the components in the field layer, via the factory,
enterprise, and middleware in the connected world, to the data analysis and knowledge management
components. This task describes first an overview of the main information flows in each pilot. Afterwards, it
defines test cases to validate the information flow to test, for example, the communication between different
components. During the test execution, it starts the test with the information flow between the field and the
factory. When it is successful, the information flow is extended to the enterprise layer. It will test the
information flow between the components in the field, factory and enterprise layer. When information flow
in the first few layers is as expected, it will continue with the incremental of additional layers, to check the
communication with, for instance, the middleware component in the connected world, and the prediction
component in the knowledge management layer.

Figure 6 LEVEL-UP Architecture - Example of TOSHULIN Pilot
2.3.2 Methodology for technology validation
Following the incremental integration strategy presented, a three-step methodology for the integration test in
T6.2 (Fig. 7) is planned to be followed. It is an iterative approach that allows going back and forth between
steps until achieving a resilient result. This process is repeated till the components are combined and tested
successfully, and the movement of information between components in each pilot is as expected. The
following paragraphs briefly describe the methodology.
Define primary information flows

Design Test Cases for LEVEL-UP
components in the information flows

Executing Test Cases

Figure 7 Methodology for technology validation in T6.2
The methodology consists of three main steps:
Step 1: Define primary information flows. This step is to clarify the primary information flows in
a pilot. In this step, pilot partners work together with related technical partners to understand the movement
of information between the LEVEL-UP components in each pilot. It uses the Digital Thread Tool
(http://www.digitalthread.eu/), developed in the LEVEL-UP project's scope, to model the primary
LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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information flows. This gives an overview of the involved data, LEVEL-UP components, and data
movement between components. Fig. 8 illustrates a snippet of the information flow in TRIMEK pilot. It
shows the flow of data "QIF Document" from the component "M3MH hardware and software" to the
component "iLike Machines - Middleware".

Figure 8 A snippet of the information flow in TRIMEK pilot
Step 2: Design Test Cases for LEVEL-UP components in the information flows.
This step is to design test cases to validate the integration of information flow. It defines test cases to
test the components in the information flow and ensure that the integration of components and movement of
data between components is as expected. As described in section 2.2.3, the SharePoint repository is used,
i.e., excel file, to manage the test plans. Table 1 gives a snippet of the test plan in TRIMEK pilot with a short
description of the test case 01 and 02. In addition, the test cases are linked to the related components in the
information flow. Fig. 8 gives an example that the test cases 01 and 02 are for validating the information
flow related to the component "iLike Machines - Middleware". This gives a particular overview about, for
instance, which components in the information flow have been covered by test cases, and how is the test
status of the information flow.
Table 1 a snippet of the test plan in TRIMEK pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

No exception is occurred
Upload the QIF File to Middleware and check whether the QIF
while the publishing of the
file could be sent to the Middleware
QIF file
Check whether the Middleware could process the QIF file. For
The log message confirms that
that purpose, the tester checks whether the QIF file is part of the
the QIF file is received
Kafka Message

1

2

Step 3: Executing Test Cases. This step is to execute the test cases and manage the test results. In
this step, technical partners carry out tests based on the designed test cases. If problems are detected, they
need to be fixed first before continuing increments of new components and new tests. The reports of test
execution results are managed in the same excel file in the SharePoint repository as in the last step. Table 2
gives a sample test execution report for a test case in the Isokon (Koplast) pilot.
Table 2 sample test execution report for a test case in Isokon (Koplast) pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

Check the
physical
connections of
1 sensors to PLC
Check the
received
sensor data to
2 PLC

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991

expected
result
physical
connections
are OK and
there is no
short circuit
sensor data
received from
PLC are
complete

result

passed

tested
by

comments to the
result

all connections of
sensorics are correct
and in place

Y

Ivan
Ocvirk

connections are all
OK

received sensor data to
PLC

Y

Ivan
Ocvirk

sensor data are
received by PLC
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3

Check that
sensor data is
valid and
sampled at
adequate
sampling
3 frequency

sensor data are
valid without
information
loss and obtain
at wright
sampling
frequency

Prepare a data
block of sensor
data that can
4 be transferred

data block
prepared and
ready to be
exported

all sensor data
obtained from the field
is correct and chosen
sampling frequency is
correctly set
Y
data block prepared
and checked together
with SENSAP and can
be easily later further
modified/adjusted
with new data
Y

Export the
sensor data
through
Ethernet to
5 upper layer

sensor data
exported via
Ethernet
(OPC-UA) to
upper layer

sensor data exported
successfullyto upper
layer

Ivan
Ocvirk

Ivan
Ocvirk

Ivan
Ocvirk

sensor data is
accurate and
sampled at
appropriate
frequency
data block from
different sensors
and actuators
established and is
ready to be
exported
currently we are
solving network
communication
issues that prevents
us to exportdata
block to upper
layer

Test Design and Specification

This section describes the test design and specification for all the 7 LEVEL-UP pilots. The structure follows
the validation approach presented in section 2.3. For each pilot, it describes first the primary information
flows within the pilot. As information flow in pilots is often complex, and the overview diagram is usually
quite large, we spilt and show the information flow in two diagrams based on the layers in the LEVEL-UP
architecture. The first diagram illustrates the information flow in the field, factory and enterprise layer. And
the second diagram illustrates the information flow in the cloud, i.e. in the middleware and knowledge
management layer. With an overview of the information flow and involved LEVEL-UP components, it
provides further test cases to test the involved LEVEL-UP components. The test cases would validate the
integration between different LEVEL-UP components, and ensure smooth information flow of end-to-end
systems.
3.1 Pilot – Toshulin
3.1.1 Primary information flows
a) Information flow in the field, factory and enterprise layer

b) Information flow in the middleware and knowledge management layer

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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3.1.2 Test scenarios covering the information flows
As shown in the last section, the information flow in the Toshulin pilot involves mainly the following
components:
•

CNC-PLC Control

•

SINUMERIK ONE

•

Digital Twin for RUL estimation

•

Digital Twin for Accuracy

•

Siemens Mindsphere

•

iLike Machines – Middleware

•

Machine learning for predictive maintenance

Table 3 provides an overview of the test cases for validating the integration of the information flow. The
mapping between the test cases and the related components is illustrated in the information flow diagrams in
the last section. For example, the "Test Case Nr. 1" is for the component "SINUMERIK ONE" to test
Siemens NC TraceRecorder for Sinumerik One of SKIQ, and ensure that ServoData is received by DT at
IPC without exceptions.
Table 3 Overview of test cases in Toshulin pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

Test Siemens NC TraceRecorder for Sinumerik
One of SKIQ
Check that Digital Twin (DT) for RUL is
working properly

ServoData is received by DT at IPC without
exceptions
RUL and loads on critical components are
determined and plausible

3

Check that DT for accuracy is working properly

Accuracy values are calculated and plausible

4

Test connection from THU to Mindsphere

5

Test HX connector for the connection between
Mindsphere and Holonix middleware

Data from IPC (sensor data, loads, RUL
values) is received by Mindsphere without
errors
Data from Mindsphere is received by Holonix
middleware without errors

6

Test direct connection from Sinumerik One to
Mindsphere

Data from Sinumerik One is received by
Mindsphere without errors

7

Test connection between Middleware and
predictive maintenancecomponent

8

Check if prediction result is properly sent back
to Middleware

Data from middleware is received by predictive
maintenance component
Prediction result from predictive maintenance
component is received by Middleware without
errors

1
2

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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Legend
Data provision
Data integration & storage
Semantic data transformation
Consumption of post-processed data and
information
Information flow for detect & predict support
The following tables provide detailed test scenario and steps for the test cases.
Table 4 Test Case 01 in Toshulin pilot
TEST
NR.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Description

expected result

Connection to Sinumerik
Communication between Sinumerik One and IPC via
One
RunMyHMI is possible
Loading of
XML-Configuration file for NC-Trace is load without errors
TraceConfiguration
Data packages received
Data packages with NC data at IPC received successfully
Data quality test
Data values are plausible and equivalent to Values at NC
Table 5 Test Case 02 in Toshulin pilot

TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

2.1

Input data for RUL twin is load successfully

Input data received without errors

2.2

Calculation of dynamic equivalent load data
via metamodel

Plausible results for dynamic equivalent loads
are calculated

2.3

RUL estimation

TEST
NR.

Plausible results for RUL are estimated based on
real machine data
Table 6 Test Case 03 in Toshulin pilot
Description

expected result

3.1

Input data for accuracy twin is load successfully

Input data received without errors

3.2

Calculation of TCP displacements (accuracy) via
metamodel

Plausible results for accuracy are calculated

3.3

Visualisation

Visualisation is possible without significant
time lags

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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Table 7 Test Case 04 in Toshulin pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

4.1

Onboarding of IPC to
Mindsphere

4.2

Data sending

TEST
NR.
5.1
5.2

Data from IPC received without error by Mindsphere
Tenant
Table 8 Test Case 05 in Toshulin pilot

HX Connector can be seen on dashboard, configuration
possible
Data from Mindsphere received by Middleware without
Connection to Middleware
errors
Table 9 Test Case 06 in Toshulin pilot
Description
Onboarding of Sinumerik One to
Mindsphere

6.2

Data sending

TEST
NR.

TEST NR.
8.1

expected result

HX Connector is running on
Mindsphere

6.1

7.2

Successful onboarding of MindConnect Lib at Mindsphere

Description

TEST
NR.

7.1

expected result

expected result
Successful onboarding of Sinumerik One at Mindsphere

Data from Sinumerik One received without error by
Mindsphere Tenant
Table 10 Test Case 07 in Toshulin pilot

Description

expected result

Data from Middleware received by CORE
platformwithout errors
Machine learning for predictive
Predictive maintenance is able to make a prediction
maintenance
based on real data
Table 11 Test Case 08 in Toshulin pilot
Connection to CORE platform

Description

expected result

Connection to Middleware Data from CORE platformreceived by Middleware without errors

3.2 Pilot – Marlegno
3.2.1 Primary information flows
a) Information flow in the field, factory and enterprise layer

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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b) Information flow in the middleware and knowledge management layer

3.2.2 Test scenarios covering the information flows
The information flow in the Marlegno pilot involves mainly the following components:
•

CNC-PLC Control

•

HSBCAD

•

Oikos Timing – Desktop Application

•

Monitoring software

•

Marlegno Platform + D3Dock

•

iLike Machines – Middleware

•

DDD Simulator

•

Project Reader

Table 12 provides an overview of the test cases for validating the integration of the information flow.
Table 12 Overview of test cases in Marlegno pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Verify that Speedcut production data is available

Cut beams data can be retrieved

2

Verify thatWeinmann production data is available

Wall production data can be monitored

3

Verify that Speedcut Connector publishes messages on
the middleware

Cut beam data flows to the middleware

4

Verify that Weinmann Connector publishes messages
on the middleware

Wall production data flows to the
middleware

5

Verify that D3Dock application receives the data from
the machines

All the machine connectors send data to
the D3Dock application

6

Verify that Plant Digital Twin is updated with
machine data

The plant simulation model results
change according to machine data

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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7

Verify that D3Dock stores the received machine data

The machine production data is correctly
stored

8

Verify that the Plant Digital Twin generates optimal
production plan

The plant simulation model output an
optimised production plan

Verify that D3Dock application publishes aggregate
The D3Dock application supports the
monitoring data
everyday produciton monitoring
The following tables provides detailed test scenario and steps for the test cases.
9

Table 13 Test Case 01 in Marlegno pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Test presence and accessibilityof the FDB
file

The FDB file can be accessed while the machine
is running

2

Test update rate of the FDB file

The FDB is updated after each program
completion

3

Test correspondence of codes with BTL
Part codes in BTL are found in the FDB
project files
Table 14 Test Case 02 in Marlegno pilot

TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Verify the presence of Weinmann log files

Production files are available

2

Verify that log files are constantly updated

Log files are updated

3

Verify that barcode scanner can track Weinmann
production phases

Production times and codes can be
tracked

4

Long term monitoring
The tracked times are reliable
Table 15 Test Case 03 in Marlegno pilot

TEST
NR.
1

Description

Verify that the connector sends JSON messages to the
The messages flow to the
middleware
middleware
Table 16 Test Case 04 in Marlegno pilot

TEST
NR.
1

Description

2
3
4

expected result

Verify that Project reader can load BTL global project file and
create the base XML structure
Table 17 Test Case 05 in Marlegno pilot

TEST
NR.
1

expected result

Description
Verify that Oikos connector publishes on the D3Dock
MQTT
Verify that Speedcut connector publishes on the D3Dock
MQTT
Verify that Weinmann connector publishes on the D3Dock
MQTT
Verify that the connectors can be started/stopped from the
application
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expected result
Machine data is published on the
MQTT
Machine data is published on the
MQTT
Machine data is published on the
MQTT
The connectors can be controlled
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Table 18 Test Case 06 in Marlegno pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2

Description

expected result

Verify that received data is transformed into
simulation model inputs

Input XMl file to the simulation
containsupdated data

Verify that the simulation model uses the
The simulation instances parameters align to
updated data
the updated data
Table 19 Test Case 07 in Marlegno pilot

TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Verify that internal DB is correctlyconfigured

2

Verify that Speedcut data is stored

The D3Dock internal DB is set up with the
structuresto hold machines data
The Speedcut data is available in DB

3

Verify that Oikos data is stored

The Oikos data is available in DB

4

Verify that Weinmann data is stored
The Weinmann data is available in DB
Verify that machine data can be retrieved by
The application shows the updated values
the D3Dock application
Table 20 Test Case 08 in Marlegno pilot

5

TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Verify that simulation model generates a
possible production plan

2

Compare the output plan with the expected plan
ofthe Produciton manager

3

The output of the simulation model is one of
the best production plans

The output plan is compliantwith PM
expectations
Several production plans are generated and
The generation of optimal plans is stable
they are optimal
Table 21 Test Case 09 in Marlegno pilot

TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Test D3Dock data aggregation

The application shows aggregated data in the GUI

2

Test that aggregation meets user
requirements

The published data must be compliant with
production

3.3 Pilot – IPC / CRF
3.3.1 Primary information flows
a) Information flow in the field, factory and enterprise layer
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b) Information flow in the middleware and knowledge management layer
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3.3.2 Test scenarios covering the information flows
The information flow in the IPC/CRF pilot involves mainly the following components:
•

OPC-UA server

•

Integra ITK Daedalus

•

Vision System for Quality Control

•

iLike Machines – Middleware

•

Semantic Mediator (optional)

•

KBS (optional)

•

Triple Store (optional)

•

Data analytics

•

Machine learning for predictive maintenance

•

Fault Prediction

Table 22 provides an overview of the test cases for validating the integration of the information flow.
Table 22 Overview of test cases in IPC/CRF pilot
TEST
NR.
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

Description
Check that sensor data are monitored
from CPSs and are available to the upper
layers.
Check that system is performing well and
extracted data is shared in the OPC-UA
server.
Check that data sent through the JSON
file is equal to the origin sensors values
for a concrete time stamp.
Upload the JSON File to Middleware and
check whether the JSON file could be
sent to the Middleware
Ensure normal Middleware operation check data publishing on the Middleware
Ensure data distribution to WP3/WP4
consumers is normal
Ensure normal KBS operation - Check
data retrieval with APIs and retrieved
data matching with published data
Ensure that Data analytics interfaces with
the middleware correctly, receives data
and returns analytics results
Ensure that PdM interfaces with the
middleware correctly, receives data and
returns prediction
Ensure that Failure Prediction interfaces
with the middleware correctly, receives
data and returns predictions

expected result
Sensorial data are monitored by CPSs and are available

Vision System performs properly

Real data is sent to the Middleware
No exception is occurred while the publishing of the
JSON file
No related error resulting in the middleware logs
No related error resulting in the Semantic Mediator
logs - non-empty data returned - same values in
Semantic Mediator and KBS - data present to
consumers
No related error resulting in the KBS logs - non-empty
data returned - same values in ITK Daedalus Gateway
and KBS
No exception while interfacing data analytics with
middleware
No exception is occurred while the publishing of the
JSON file in middleware.
No related error while publishing in DSS or
middleware.

The following tables provides detailed test scenario and steps for the test cases.
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Table 23 Test Case 01 in IPC/CRF pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check sensors operate properly

Sensors’ operation OK

2

Check connectivity between PLC and Sensors

Connectivity OK

3

Check PLC operates properly and can read sensorial data values and
is connected to the network

PLC operation OK

4

Check OPC-UA Servers operates properly

OPC-UA Servers
operation OK

Table 24 Test Case 02 in IPC/CRF pilot
TEST NR.

Description

1

expected result

Check system is performing well - pre-test

Good performance

2

Check connectivity between edge and OPC-UA server

Connected

3

Check that extracted data is being transfer correctly to the OPC-UA server Correct

4

Check that extracted data is stored locally in HDF5

Data is stored

Table 25 Test Case 03 in IPC/CRF pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Check connectivity between ITK Daedalus gateway and
OPC-UA servers
Check connectivity to Internet from ITK Daedalus
gateway
Check that Daedalus Gateway receive data from CPSs
Check that sensorial values are stored to the local
MSSQL database server

expected result
Connectivity OK
Connectivity OK
Data are received from CPSs
Data are stored

Check that real data of Daedalus is equal to data of
same data values in Daedalus and
Middleware
Middleware
Table 26 Test Case 04 in IPC/CRF pilot

TEST NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that the JSON file matches the schema

is Valid

2

Check that the JSON hasn't been uploaded before

QPID is new

3

The connection to the Middleware is active

Yes

4

The right topic is configured
Table 27 Test Case 05 in IPC/CRF pilot

Yes

TEST
NR.
1

Description
Check that connection from the ITK Daedalus
Gateway succeeds
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expected result
No related error resulting in the
middleware logs
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2

Check that the authorisation for incoming messages
succeeds

3

Check that validation of incoming messages passes

4

TEST
NR.

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs
Check that incoming messages are published on
No related error resulting in the
Kafka
middleware logs
Table 28 Test Case 06 in IPC/CRF pilot
Description

expected result

1

Check that connection from Semantic
Mediator is in place

Connection successful from Semantic Mediator, no
related error in Semantic Mediator logs, no related auth
errors in Kafka logs

2

Check that Semantic Mediator
receives data correctly

No related errors in Semantic Mediator logs

3

Check that semantic Mediator
produces data correctly

No related errors in Semantic Mediator logs

4

Check that data produced by
Semantic mediator can be retrieved
from KBS

Retrieve data from API, check non-empty data is returned

5

Check that data retrieved matches
data published

Same values in Semantic Mediator and KBS

6

Check that connection from other
consumers succeeds

Connection successful from consumers, no related error
in consumers logs, no related auth errors in Kafka logs

7

Check that data is streamed correctly
Data present to consumers
to consumers
Table 29 Test Case 07 in IPC/CRF pilot

TEST
NR.
1
2
3
4

Description
Check that data present on Kafka is took in charge by
the KBS
Check that data related to data series marked as
persistent are correctly stored

No related error resulting in the KBS
logs
No related error resulting in the KBS
logs
Retrieve data from API, check nonCheck that data persisted can be correctly retrieved
empty data is returned
Same values in ITK Daedalus Gateway
Check that data retrieved matches data published
and KBS
Table 30 Test Case 08 in IPC/CRF pilot

TEST
NR.
1
2

expected result

Description

expected result

Test whether csv files created from sensor or synthetic data
Successful import of csv file
can be read into data analytics tools
Determine feasible size of csv file by testing successively
Identification of ideal csv file for
increasing file sizes
efficient processing
Table 31 Test Case 09 in IPC/CRF pilot

TEST
NR.
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expected result
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Check if model output schema is in line
No problems in validation of the exported JSON
1 with the agreed
schema through middleware
Check bidirectional connection with iLike
No problem with the connection with middlware
2 Machines(middleware)
both receiving and sending data packets.
3 Check the report rate of API output data
Report rate in line with parameters
Check connection to the Atlantis DSS (if
4 integrated )
No problem with DSS connection
Table 32 Test Case 10 in IPC/CRF pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

Check bidirectional connection with iLike
1 Machines(middleware)

No problem with the connection with middleware
both receiving and sending data packets.

Check connection to the Atlantis DSS (if
2 integrated )

No problem with DSS connection

3.4 Pilot – Isokon (Koplast)
3.4.1 Primary information flows
a) Information flow in the field, factory and enterprise layer
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b) Information flow in the middleware and knowledge management layer
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3.4.2 Test scenarios covering the information flows
The information flow in the Isokon (Koplast) pilot involves mainly the following components:
•

OPC-UA server

•

Integra ITK Daedalus

•

Vision System for Quality Control

•

iLike Machines – Middleware

•

Semantic Mediator

•

KBS

•

Triple Store

•

Data analytics

•

FMECA

•

Fault Prediction

•

DSS

Table 33 provides an overview of the test cases for validating the integration of the information flow.
Table 33 Overview of test cases in Isokon (Koplast) pilot
TE
ST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that sensor data are monitored from CPSs and are
available to the upper layers

Sensorial data are monitored by CPSs
and are available

2

Check that system is performing well and extracted data is
shared through Ethernet

Vision System performs properly
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3

Check that system is performing well and data can be sent

Laser profile system performs properly

4

Check that data sent through the JSON file is equal to the
origin sensors values for a concrete time stamp.

Real data is sent to the Middleware

5

Upload the JSON File to Middleware and check whether the
JSON file could be sent to the Middleware

No exception is occurred while the
publishing of the JSON file

6

Ensure normal Middleware operation - check data
publishing on the Middleware

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs

7

Ensure data distribution to WP3/WP4 consumers is normal

8

Ensure normal KBS operation - Check data retrieval with
APIs and retrieved data matching with published data

9

Ensure that PdM interfaces with the middleware correctly,
receives data and returns prediction

ATL is able to receive data from the
Middleware

Ensure that Data analytics interfaces with the middleware
correctly, receives data and returns analytics results

No exception while interfacing data
analytics with middleware

FMECA - Check if the production assets, failure modes,
causes, effects and the analysis results (KRIs & RPN) and
they are sent through a JSON to DSS

JSON results are sent directly to DSS

DSS - Check the incoming prediction data and create the
rules for the best user notification

JSON user notification sent to a
mobile application

1
0
1
1
1
2

No related error resulting in the
Semantic Mediator logs - non-empty
data returned - same values in
Semantic Mediator and KBS - data
present to consumers
No related error resulting in the KBS
logs - non-empty data returned - same
values in ITK Daedalus Gateway and
KBS

The following tables provides detailed test scenario and steps for the test cases.
Table 34 Test Case 01 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

Check the physical connections of sensors to
1 PLC
2 Check the received sensor data to PLC

physical connections are OK and there is no short
circuit
sensor data received from PLC are complete

Check that sensor data is valid and sampled
sensor data are valid without information loss and
3 at adequate sampling frequency
obtain at wright sampling frequency
Prepare a data block of sensor data that can
4 be transferred
data block prepared and ready to be exported
Export the sensor data through Ethernet to
sensor data exported via Ethernet (OPC-UA) to
5 upper layer
upper layer
Table 35 Test Case 02 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1 Check system is performing well - pre-test?

Good
performance

Check connectivity between edge and upper layer - enable of remote
2 access

Connected

3 Check that extracted data is being transfer correctly to the upper layer

Correct
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4 Check that extracted data is stored to the upper layer
Table 36 Test Case 03 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot
TEST
NR.

Data is stored

Description

expected result

1 Check system is performing well - pre-test?
Check connectivity between laser profile device and upper layer - enable of
2 remote access

Correct

4 Check that extracted data is stored to the upper layer
Table 37 Test Case 04 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot

Data is stored

1
2
3
4
5

Description
Check connectivity between ITK Daedalus gateway and
OPC-UA servers
Check connectivity to Internet from ITK Daedalus
gateway
Check that Daedalus Gateway receive data from CPSs
Check that sensorial values are stored to the local
MSSQL database server

expected result
Connectivity OK
Connectivity OK
Data are received from CPSs
Data are stored

Check that real data of Daedalus is equal to data of
same data values in Daedalus and
Middleware
Middleware
Table 38 Test Case 05 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot

TEST NR.

2

Connected

3 Check that extracted data is being transferred correctly to the upper layer

TEST
NR.

1

Good
performance

Description
Check that the JSON file matches the schema
Check that the JSON hasn't been uploaded
before

expected result
is Valid
QPID is new

3

The connection to the Middleware is active

Yes

4

The right topic is configured

Yes

Table 39 Test Case 06 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that connection from the ITK Daedalus
Gateway succeeds

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs

2

Check that the authorisation for incoming messages
succeeds

3

Check that validation of incoming messages passes

4

Check that incoming messages are published on
Kafka

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs
No related error resulting in the
middleware logs
No related error resulting in the
middleware logs
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Table 40 Test Case 07 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that connection from Semantic
Mediator is in place

Connection successful from Semantic Mediator, no
related error in Semantic Mediator logs, no related auth
errors in Kafka logs

2

Check that Semantic Mediator
receives data correctly

No related errors in Semantic Mediator logs

3

Check that semantic Mediator
produces data correctly

No related errors in Semantic Mediator logs

4

Check that data produced by
Semantic mediator can be retrieved
from KBS

Retrieve data from API, check non-empty data is returned

5

Check that data retrieved matches
data published

Same values in Semantic Mediator and KBS

6

Check that connection from other
consumers succeeds

Connection successful from consumers, no related error
in consumers logs, no related auth errors in Kafka logs

Check that data is streamed correctly
Data present to consumers
to consumers
Table 41 Test Case 08 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot

7

TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that data present on Kafka is took in charge by
the KBS

No related error resulting in the KBS
logs

2

Check that data related to data series marked as
persistent are correctly stored

No related error resulting in the KBS
logs

3

Check that data persisted can be correctly retrieved

Retrieve data from API, check nonempty data is returned
Same values in ITK Daedalus Gateway
Check that data retrieved matches data published
and KBS
Table 42 Test Case 09 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot

4

TEST
NR.
1
2
3

Description

expected result

Check whether you can retrieve original data from
Middleware
ATL receives data from Middleware
Check whether you can retrieve Semantic Mediator
ATL receives the Semantic Mediator
output from Middleware
output.
Check that ATL sends the prediction results to the
ATL sends the prediction results to the
Middleware.
Middleware.
Table 43 Test Case 10 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot

TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Test whether csv files created from sensor or synthetic data
can be read into data analytics tools

Successful import of csv file

2

Determine feasible size of csv file by testing successively
increasing file sizes

Identification of ideal csv file for
efficient processing
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Table 44 Test Case 11 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2

Description
Check the availability of the shop floor data
in the FMECA application
Predefined detection, severity and
occurrence levels

expected result
In the application exist assets, failure modes,
causes and effects
Decide the levels provided by the system
A hierarchical tree connecting the assets with the
failure modes, causes and effects
Definition of the severity, occurrence and
detection levels

3

Hierarchical FMECA analysis tree

4

Implementation of the FMECA analysis

5

RPNs and Criticality

Computation of the FMECA results

6

Result visualisation

Create the heat matrixes and tables about the
FMECA analysis results

7

Send data to DSS

JSON file sent to DSS through a microservice
Table 45 Test Case 12 in Isokon (Koplast) pilot

TEST
NR.
1

Description
Prediction data received

expected result
JSON files from the various prediction
components
Transformation of the inputs to the
suitable DSS format
Create the DSS rules
Obtain the best suggestion based on the
DSS rules

2

Data transformation

3

Data exploitation

4

Suggestion results

5

Create notification for the end user based on the
suggestion

Create the JSON notification for the end
user

6

Configure an MQTT broker to send the JSON
notification to the mobile application of the end user

Create and configure the MQTT broker

7

Connect the DSS mobile application to the DSS
MQTT broker through an MQTT client

Set up the MQTT client on the DSS
mobile application

8

The DSS MQTT broker publishes the notification to
the mobile application

Publish the results of the DSS in JSON
format to the specific MQTT topic

3.5 Pilot – Lucchini
3.5.1 Primary information flows
a) Information flow in the field, factory and enterprise layer
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b) Information flow in the middleware and knowledge management layer
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3.5.2 Test scenarios covering the information flows
The information flow in the Luccini pilot involves mainly the following components:
•

CNC-PLC Control

•

General Purpose Industrial Sensor

•

Control System

•

Danobat Advanced Monitoring System

•

DanabatBox-Middleware Connector

•

iLike Machines – Middleware

•

KBS

•

Fault Prediction

•

Machine learning for predictive maintenance

Table 46 provides an overview of the test cases for validating the integration of the information flow.
Table 46 Overview of test cases in Luccini pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

Check that sensor and PLC/CNC data are
Sensorial data are monitored by CPSs and are
monitored from CPSs and are available to the
available
upper layers
Upload the JSON File to Middleware and
No exception is occurred while the publishing of
2
check whether the JSON file could be sent to
the JSON file
the Middleware
Ensure normal Middleware operation - check
3
No related error resulting in the middleware logs
data publishing on the Middleware
Ensure normal KBS operation - Check data
No related error resulting in the KBS logs - non4
retrieval with APIs and retrieved data
empty data returned - same values in
matching with published data
DANOBATBox and KBS
Ensure data distribution to WP3/WP4
No related error resulting in the KBS data
5
consumers is normal
present to consumers
Check notification performance from
6
Consumer message reaches Lucchini
consumer back to Lucchini
The following tables provides detailed test scenario and steps for the test cases.
1

Table 47 Test Case 01 in Luccini pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check connectivity between DANOBATBox IoT gateway
and Machine CNC/PLC DANOBATBox

Connectivity OK

2

Check connectivity to Internet from DANOBATBox IoT
gateway

Connectivity OK

3

Check sensors operate properly

Sensors operation OK

4

Check IC2 Ingeteam control systems operates properly and
can read data values.

IC2 Ingeteam operation OK

5

Check DANSYSMA MES system operates properly

DANSYSMA operation OK

6

Check that real data of DANOBATBox is equal to data of
Middleware

same data values in
DANOBATBox and Middleware
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Table 48 Test Case 02 in Luccini pilot
TEST NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that the JSON file matches the schema

is Valid

2

The connection to the Middleware is active

Yes

3

The right topic is configured

Yes

Table 49 Test Case 03 in Luccini pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that connection from the DANOBATBox succeeds

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs

2

Check that the authorisation for incoming messages succeeds
and the right topic is configured

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs

3

Check that validation of incoming messages passes

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs

4

Check that incoming messages are published on Kafka

No related error resulting in the
middleware logs

Table 50 Test Case 04 in Luccini pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that data present on Kafka is took in charge
by the KBS

No related error resulting in the KBS logs

2

Check that data related to data series marked as
persistent are correctly stored

No related error resulting in the KBS logs

3

Check that data persisted can be correctly retrieved

Retrieve data from API, check non-empty
data is returned
Check that data retrieved matches data published
Same values in DANOBATBox and KBS
Table 51 Test Case 05 in Luccini pilot

4

TEST NR.

Description

expected result

1

Test FD CORE model reports on KBS Reports received in middleware

2

Test Schema output in line

Check test schema json output ok

Table 52 Test Case 06 in Luccini pilot
TEST
NR.

Description
Check if model output schema is in line with the
1 agreed
Check bidirectional connection with the KBS
2 Middleware
3 Check the report rate of API output data
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expected result
Model schema output ok
Both send and receive to middleware
ok
Report rate is within parameters
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3.6 Pilot – ESMA
3.6.1 Primary information flows
a) Information flow in the field, factory and enterprise layer

b) Information flow in the middleware and knowledge management layer
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3.6.2 Test scenarios covering the information flows
The information flow in the ESMA pilot involves mainly the following components:
•

OPC-UA server

•

OPC-UA MQTT Connector

•

iLike Machines – Middleware

•

Semantic Mediator

•

Triple Store

•

KBS

•

Data analytics

•

Fusion

•

DSS

Table 53 provides an overview of the test cases for validating the integration of the information flow.
Table 53Overview of test cases in ESMA pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2
3
4

5

6

Description
Publish the JSON files {FOS Data, AccelerationData and
Stroke data] to Middleware and check whether the files
could be sent to the Middleware
Check whether the Middleware could process the different
files. For that purpose, the tester checks whether the files
are part of the Kafka Messages
Check whether the Semantic Mediator receives the
different JSON Files
Check whether the Semantic Mediator transforms all
needed information into ontology
Check whether the Semantic Mediator sends the data to
KBS. For that purpose, check the translation from the
ontology to LEVEL-UP JSON Schema for postprocessing
Check whether the content of JSON files is uploaded to
Triple Store
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expected result
No exception is occurred while the
publishing of the files
The log message confirms that the
files are received
The JSON files can be restored
completely for data integration
The generated ontology contains all
Observations
The generated JSON file is complete
and could be pushed to Kafka topic
The Abox was extended to the
content of the new JSON file
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7

8
9
10
11

12

Check whether the original as well as the post-processed
data is in the KBS. For that purpose, please check
whether the KBS contains the ESMA JSON files as well
as LEVEL-UP JSON files
Check whether the ESMA JSON files as well as LEVELUP JSON files are accessible via KBS API

Both files are stored at the KBS

All files related to the ESMA JSON
files are found
ATL is able to receive LEVEL-UP
Check whether the LEVEL-UP JSON files are received by
JSON files, generated by the
ATL tool chain
Semantic Mediator, from Kafka
ATL sends appropriate data and
Check that Semantic Mediator can import the Fusion
BIBA receives them and utilises them
related input data
for fusion.
Check whether ATL receives the fusion results into the
Results from fusion are received by
DSS. For that purpose, please check that DSS receives
the DSS
and import Fusion results via Middleware
DSS creates a push notification to be
Check that DSS sends the analysis results as push
sent to the end user and the same
notifications. For that purpose, please check that the
output is noted as a digital footprint
notification of DSS analysis results are received by ESMA
of the event

The following tables provides detailed test scenario and steps for the test cases.
Table 54 Test Case 01 in ESMA pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Check that the different JSON files {FOS Data, Acceleration Data, Stoke
Data} are valid

is Valid

2

Check that the JSON fileshasn't been uploaded before

Timestamp is
new

3

The connection to the Middleware is active

Yes

4

The right topic is configured
The document is published and send per e-mail as confirmation to
BIBA/HOLONIX
Table 55 Test Case 02 in ESMA pilot

Yes

5

TEST
NR.

Description

Yes

expected result

1

Open the web application UI for Apache Kafka

Loaded

2

Go to Topics and select ESMA.

The topic is available

3

Go to Messages and look into the timestamp
related to the e-mail by ESMA

A message exists with the timestamp
mentioned by ESMA via e-mail

4

Extract the String from payload and decode it as
JSON

it is possible and the result is a valid ESMA
JSON file

5

Perform a diff based on the file sent by e-mail
and the received one

The extracted files and the JSON files by
ESMA are similar
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Table 56 Test Case 03 in ESMA pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Open Portainer and check the logs of Kafka2Mediator
Service and search for the timestamp when the ESMA JSON
files should be received

2

Open the received file and check the timestamp

3

Check whether the Semantic Mediator was triggered based
on the Log

Log Entry is given with the right
timestamp provided by ESMA via
e-mail
Timestamp is the same as file sent
by ESMA via E-Mail
Log message confirms triggering
Semantic Mediator to process the
file

Table 57 Test Case 04 in ESMA pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2

Description

Open Portainer and check the logs of LevelFound relevant log section to show that
up_semanticmediator_1 for the filename which are
file is processed
generated by Level-up_kafka2mediator_1
Count whether all Observations of the files received by
The number of Observations inside the
ESMA could be translated to individuals by performing
log and inside the JSON files (provided
a manual log analysis
by ESMA) are the same
Table 58 Test Case 05 in ESMA pilot

TEST
NR.
1
2

3

expected result

Description
Check dependent on the Logs that the JSON String was
generated without errors and forwarded to the Triple Store
Client
Check dependent on the Logs that the right topic was chosen
and no error occurred during publishing KAFKA
Listen to the same topic and receive the JSON String. Then,
perform a manual analysis whether the Observations are part
of the JSON String. The reference is the JSON files sent by
ESMA

expected result
Logs are fine
Topic is right and no exception
Each measurement with all
datatype properties are available

4

Perform a check of the JSON string against the LEVEL-UP
JSON schema

The syntax check was successful
and the key properties such as
device name are set

5

Send the files to Holonix for test case 07 and testcase 09

The JSON files are sent

Table 59 Test Case 06 in ESMA pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2

Description
Open Protege and load dataset from http://agilevt-dev.ikap.biba.unibremen.de:3030/esmaObservationReview/get and http://agilevtdev.ikap.biba.uni-bremen.de:3030/StrokeData/get
Count whether all Observations of the ESMA files received by ESMA could be
translated to individuals by performing a manual analysis based on the sensor
values and timestamps
Table 60 Test Case 07 in ESMA pilot

TEST
NR.
1

Description
Login to KBS and download the ESMA JSON files and the JSON file related
to the timestamp provided by ESMA/BIBA
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expected
result
Protege loaded
the ontology
All individuals
can be found

expected
result
Files are
available
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2

Perform a diff of the ESMA files with the version sent by ESMA

3

Perform a diff of the JSON file with the version sent by BIBA

The files are
similar
The files are
similar

Table 61 Test Case 08 in ESMA pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2
3

Description

Login to KBS via HTTPPOST/GET.
Login successful
Download the ESMA JSON files provided by
ESMA/BIBA.
Files are downloadable
Download the LEVEL-UP JSON files related to the
The LEVEL-UP JSON files are
timestamp provided by ESMA/BIBA.
downloadable. The files are available
Table 62 Test Case 09 in ESMA pilot

TEST
NR.
1
2

Description

2
3
4
5

Description
Check that ATL sends data to fusion. The data is the Fusion
input file (JSON) and sent to a Kafka Topic. The file is also
sent to BIBA via e-mail
BIBA checks that Kafka2Mediator received the file on
Kafka topic (ESMA.fusion)
BIBA checks whether the received Fusion input file is the
similar to the one received by e-mail
BIBA checks whether the Semantic Mediator could upload
the Fusion input file to Influx DB

2
3

ATL receives the Semantic
Mediator output.
A valid JSON file can be
processed

expected result
ATL sends the data according to
the pre-defined shape.
BIBA receives ATL's data in a
format compatible with the Fusion
component.
The files are similar

The log messages show no error
and confirm the upload to Influx db
The Influx DB fields contain a '1'
BIBA compares the uploaded data in Influx DB with the
related to the sent sensors of the
received Fusion input file by ATL
Fusion input file
Table 64 Test Case 11 in ESMA pilot

TEST
NR.
1

expected result

Check whether ATL receives the 2 LEVEL-UP JSON files
(published by the Semantic Mediator) via Kafka.
Check whether you can parse the LEVEL-UP JSON file for
Observations from the Kafka message
Table 63 Test Case 10 in ESMA pilot

TEST
NR.
1

expected result

Description
The DSS receives the data from the fusion
The DSS imports the data to the time series data base
Check that the time series data base contains the similar content
of the received Fusion result
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expected result
Data is retrieved from the
fusion
Data is imported to time
series database
It is similar
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Table 65 Test Case 12 in ESMA pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

1

The DSS creates a push
notification to the end user

2

End user receives notification

expected result
Push notification is created in JSON format and is published
in the MQTT topic by the DSS broker
End user's application subscribes to the MQTT DSS topic and
receives the push notification in JSON format

3.7 Pilot – Trimek
3.7.1 Primary information flows
a) Information flow in the field, factory and enterprise layer

b) Information flow in the middleware and knowledge management layer

LEVEL-UP | GA n. 869991
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3.7.2 Test scenarios covering the information flows
The information flow in the TRIMEK pilot involves mainly the following components:
•

In-line/In-Machine Dimensional Metrolog

•

M3MH (M3 programming SW)

•

iLike Machines – Middleware

•

Semantic Mediator

•

Triple Store

•

KBS

•

Fault Prediction

•

DSS

Table 66 provides an overview of the test cases for validating the integration of the information flow.
Table 66 Overview of test cases in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

1

Upload the QIF File to Middleware and check whether
the QIF file could be sent to the Middleware

No exception is occurred while the
publishing of the QIF file

2

Check whether the Middleware could process the QIF
file. For that purpose, the tester checks whether the QIF
file is part of the Kafka Message

The log message confirms that the QIF
file is received

3

Check whether the Semantic Mediator receives the QIF
File

The QIF file can be restored completely
for data integration

4

Check whether the Semantic Mediator transforms all
needed information into ontology

The generated ontology contains all
Feature Measurements and
Characteristic Measurements including
all references

5

Check whether the Semantic Mediator sends the data to
KBS. For that purpose, check the translation from the
ontology to LEVEL-UP JSON Schema for postprocessing

The generated JSON file is complete and
could be pushed to Kafka topic

6

Check whether the content of QIF file is uploaded to
Triple Store

The Abox was extended to the content of
the new QIF file

7

Check whether the original as well as the postprocessed data is in the KBS. For that purpose, please
check whether the KBS contains the QIF file as well as
LEVEL-UP JSON files

Both files are stored at the KBS

8

Check whether the QIF file as well as LEVEL-UP
JSON files are accessible via KBS API

Both files related to the QIF document
are found

9

Check whether the LEVEL-UP JSON files are received
by ATL tool chain

ATL is able to receive LEVEL-UP
JSON files, generated by the Semantic
Mediator, from Kafka

10

Check that ATL sends the analysis results to the
Middleware.

ATL sends appropriate data.

11

Check whether ATL receives the analysis results into
the DSS. For that purpose, please check that DSS

Analysis results are received by the DSS
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expected result
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receives and import analysis results via Middleware

12

Check that DSS sends the analysis results as push
notifications. For that purpose, please check that the
notification of DSS analysis results is received by
TRIMEK

DSS creates a push notification to be
sent to the end user and the same output
is noted as a digital footprint of the event

The following tables provides detailed test scenario and steps for the test cases.
Table 67 Test Case 01 in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2

Check that the QIF file is valid
Check that the QIF hasn't been uploaded before

expected
result
is Valid
QPID is new

3

The connection to the Middleware is active

Yes

4

The right topic is configured

Yes

5

The document is published and send per e-mail as confirmation to
BIBA/HOLONIX

Yes

Description

Table 68 Test Case 02 in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

expected result

1

Open the web application UI for Apache Kafka

Loaded

2

Go to Topics and select TRIMEK.deviceType.bdf33558-61924271-b828-fca53b7b266a.dataSeries.28c4b383-ac7d-4aa1-88a6451201d9b920

The topic is available

3

Go to Messages and look into the timestamp related to the e-mail
by TRIMEK

4

Extract the String from payload and decode it with Base64

5

Perform a diff based on the file sent by e-mail and created on the
Base64 string

A message exists with the
timestamp mentioned by
TRIMEK via e-mail
it is possible and the result
is a valid XML file
The extracted file and the
QIF file by TRIMEK are
similar

Table 69 Test Case 03 in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.

Description

1

Open Portainer and check the logs of Kafka2Mediator
Service and search for the timestamp when the QIF file
should be received

2

Open the received file and check the PEID

3

Check whether the Semantic Mediator was triggered based
on the Log
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expected result
Log Entry is given with the right
timestamp provided by TRIMEK
via e-mail
PEID is the same as file sent by
TRIMEK via E-Mail
Log message confirms triggering
Semantic Mediator to process the
file
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Table 70 Test Case 04 in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.
1

2

3
4
5

Description
Open Portainer and check the logs of
levelup_semanticmediator_1 for the filename which are
generated by levelup_kafka2mediator_1
Count whether all Feature Measurements of the file
received by TRIMEK could be translated to individuals
by performing a manual log analysis

expected result
Found relevant log section to show
that file is processed

The number of Feature Measurements
inside the log and inside the QIF file
(provided by TRIMEK) is the same
The number of Characteristic
Count whether all Characteristic Measurements of the
Measurements inside the log and
file received by TRIMEK could be translated to
inside the QIF file (provided by
individuals by performing a manual log analysis
TRIMEK) is the same
Check whether the actual component has been translated The number should be 1 in the log
Check whether the report preparer has been translated
The number should be 1 in the log
Table 71 Test Case 05 in Trimek pilot

TEST
NR.

Description

1

Check dependent on the Logs that the JSON String was generated
without errors and forwarded to the Triple Store Client

Logs are fine

2

Check dependent on the Logs that the right topic was chosen and
no error occurred during publishing KAFKA

Topic is right and no
exception

3

Listen to the same topic and receive the JSON String. Then,
perform a manual analysis whether the Feature measurements and
Characteristic Feature measurement are part of the JSON String.
The reference is the QIF file sent by TRIMEK

Each measurement with all
datatype properties is
available

4

Perform a check of the JSON string against the LEVEL-UP JSON
schema

The syntax check was
successful and the key
properties such as device
name are set

5

Send the 2 files to Holonix for test case 07 and testcase 09

The two JSON files are sent

expected result

Table 72 Test Case 06 in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2

3

Description
Open Protege and load dataset from http://agilevt-dev.ikap.biba.unibremen.de:3030/trimek/get
Count whether all Feature Measurements of the QIF file received by
TRIMEK could be translated to individuals by performing a manual
analysis based on the QPID
Count whether all Characteristic Measurements of the QIF file received
by TRIMEK could be translated to individuals by performing analysis
based on the received QPID

4

Check whether the actual component has been translated

5

Check whether the report preparer has been translated
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expected result
Protege loaded the
ontology
All individuals can be
found
All individuals can be
found
The individuals can be
found based on the
QPID
The individuals can be
found based on the
QPID
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Table 73 Test Case 07 in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.

expected
result

Description

1

Login to KBS and download the QIF XML file and the JSON file related to the
timestamp provided by TRIMEK/BIBA

2

Perform a diff of the XML file with the version sent by TRIMEK

3

Perform a diff of the JSON file with the version sent by BIBA

files are
available
The files are
similar
The files are
similar

Table 74 Test Case 08 in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.
1

Description

expected result

Login to KBS via HTTPPOST/GET.

Login successful

2

Download the QIF XML file provided by
TRIMEK/BIBA.

QIF file is downloadable

3

Download the LEVEL-UP JSON files related to the
The LEVEL-UP JSON files are
timestamp provided by TRIMEK/BIBA.
downloadable. 2 files are available
Table 75 Test Case 09 in Trimek pilot

TEST
NR.
1
2
3

Description
Check whether ATL receives the 2 LEVEL-UP JSON files
(published by the Semantic Mediator) via Kafka.
Check whether you can parse the LEVEL-UP JSON file for
Feature Measurement from the Kafka message
Check whether you can parse the LEVEL-UP JSON file for
Characteristic Measurement
Table 76 Test Case 10 in Trimek pilot

TEST
NR.
1

expected result

Description

ATL receives the Semantic
Mediator output.
A valid JSON file can be
processed
A valid JSON file can be
processed

expected result

Check that ATL sends the analysis results to
the Middleware.

ATL sends the analysis results according to the
pre-defined shape.

Table 77 Test Case 11 in Trimek pilot
TEST
NR.
1
2
3

TEST
NR.
1

Description
The DSS receives the analysis results from the
Middleware.

expected result
The analysis results are retrieved
from the Middleware.
Data is imported to time series
database

The DSS imports the data to the time series data base
Check that the time series data base contains the similar
It is similar
content of the received Fusion result
Table 78 Test Case 12 in Trimek pilot
Description
The DSS creates a push
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expected result
Push notification is created in JSON format and is published
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notification to the end user
2

4

End user receives notification

in the MQTT topic by the DSS broker
End user's application subscribes to the MQTT DSS topic and
receives the push notification in JSON format

Conclusions and Next Steps

This deliverable provides the LEVEL-UP Technology Validation Plan. It describes first the whole LEVELUP validation approach, and then presents the approaches used in task T6.2 for achieving TRL 5. It is mainly
based on the incremental integration strategy and the three-step methodology. This deliverable describes the
test validation plan for all the 7 LEVEL-UP pilots. Each pilot provides the main information flows and
defines test cases to validate the information flows. As only the primary information flows for each pilot are
provided, some information flows are possible missing. It would lead to the risk that not all LEVEL-UP
components are covered and tested. These risks will be mitigated with the deliverables from pilots. In the
deliverable D6.3-D6.10, each pilot will re-check the information flows, add missed information flows, and
ensure the test coverage.
The test execution is still ongoing. The defined test cases are being executed in iterations until no errors are
left. The test plan and test reports are managed in the SharePoint repository. These test reports and validation
exercises would produce input for preparing documentation and other assets (e.g. scripts) for complete
LEVEL-UP system installation/deployment for subsequent demonstration.
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